
Dr. J. P. KUENEN. On the condensation of a 

mixture of two gases. 

In a memoir by DuHE�r about mixture of two sub
stances recently published 1) in Chapter III 2) the 
problem of the condensation of a mixture of two gases 
is discussed. The results obtained by this inve,tigation 
are laid down by the author in the '16111 3) and 171�> 4) 
figures of his memoir. It is my intention in this paper 
by using the theory of VAN DER W AALS 5) as far as is 
needed to comple1e DurrEM'� representation of the 
phenomena and to correct some mistakes, which have 
been made by him. Moreover some experimental data 
will be communicated, which will con(irm the theore- . 
tical results of this paper. 

DuHE)I in his ill\'estigation uses the thermodynamical 

') Travaux et m<;moires des facultes de Lille. III Memoire 
13. P. DullE)! , Dissolutions et melanges. 'l'roisieme memoire 
1 894. 

2) l. c. p. 47-75. 
3) l. c. p. 58. 
') l .  c. p. 66. 
5) Archives Neerl. 24. p. 1 -56. 
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potential at constant pressure 1), which he treats as a 
function of temperature, pressure and composition. He 
introduces the potentials for the components in the 
mixture (GmBs) anrl arrives at the well-known con
ditions of equilibrium between two coexisting phases 2): 

Fl (�7r7)-fl (X7r7)=0 
F2 (� 1r 7)- {2 (X 1r 7) = 0 . (1) 

1r denotes the pre:-:sure, 7 the temperature, the F's 
the potentials in the liquid phase , the f's those in the 
vapom, � and x the composition of the liquid and the 
vapour (i. e. tile ratio of the mass of the second to 
the mass of the first substance), whereas 1 refers to 
the substance of the highe1·, 2 to that of the lower 
critical temperature. 

If we imagine � to have been eliminated from 
those two equations and regard 1r, r and x as the 
co(irclinates of a point, the equation obtained represents 
a surface, which D UIIE)I calls: 'surface de rosee' and 
which exhibits the co1Hlitions of equipoise between the 
two phases, i. e. the pressure and tt>mperature at which 
in a mixture (x) the first small quantity of liquid 
(rosee) will appear. By projecting the sections of this 
surface by planes perpendicular to the axis of x on the 
plane of r. 7 we obtain the so-called '!ignes de rosee', 
which give a clear image of the correspoHding pressure 
and temperature at which from a mixture of given 
composition a liquid phase will begin to condensate. 
By differentiation nf the equations (1) with respect to 

1) Dum:M, Le potentiel thermodynamique 1886. 
2) a. o. l. c. p. 52, formula (9). 



4 
�' x, r. and r and elimination of d � the following 

equation is obtai11ed 1) : [�F� +lF�_�f�-��t2]�r.+j;>FI+��F2_ �f� -��f2Jdr= �" �" �" �" L h �-:- �7" �7" 
= -(x-�)�f2dx . (2) �X 

and from (2) by means of well known thermodynamical 
relations 2): 

!'[<1+�) Q- (1+x)q+(�-x)l2ldr + 
+{(1+0 V-(1+x)v+(x-�)[v+(1+xl:�] � dr. = 

=- (x-�)i�dx. (3) 
in which Q, q and l2 denote definite quantities of heat, 
V and v specific volumes of the liquid and the vapour. 

By aid of this equation and a few hypothesis DuHEM 
derives the form and relative position of the '!ignes de 
rosee', as they must be situated between the two 
curves, which hold good for the pure substances, i. e. 
between the two vapompressure-curves; and he adds, 
what he calls the •Jigne critique', i. e. locus of the 
points at which the conesponding liquid and vapour
phases become identical. In the way sketched out 
here the figures lG aud 17 of his memoir haYe been 
obtained. ms conclusions briefly come to this: for 
two groups of mixtures, which are contiguous to the 
pure substauces , the process of condensation must be 

1) I. c. p. 5H formula (10). 
2) l. c. p. 54 formula ( 13) .  
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normal at all temperatures up to the critical tempe

rature: for an intermediate group of mixtures however 

not contiguous to the pme substances the possibility 
of retrograde condensation exists. 

According to DuHEl\I 1) the principal lines of this 

theory were drawn by him as early as 1888 2 ) in his 

memoir on the eondensation of CAILLETET's mixture of 

carbonic acid and air. Though not intencling to refute 

this rather vague assertion, I cannot but point out 

that 1° as DuHEM himself states, in 1888 the 'ligne 

critique' was not yet taken into consideration by 

him; 20 the particular form of the 'ligne lle rosee' 

was introduced as an hypothesis, however the pheno

menon of retrograde condensation was not predicted 

from it 3) and 3° entirely in accordance with that, 

I) l. c. passim, a. o. p. 7 1  : "En 1 888 nous avons pro
pose . . . .  " and "en resume, des ce moment, nous avons esquisse 
les principaux traits de la theorie que l'on vient <.le lire ; nous 
avions seulement omis de consid6rer la ligne critique du 
melange. " 

2) P. DuHE�I. Journ. de Phys. 2 VII p. 1 58 1 888. 
B) When DurrEiii writes (l. c. 1888 p. 1 66): "a ce moment 

le liquirle uisparait pour ne plus reparaitre sous aucune prcs-
8ion" it appears from the accordance with CAILJ,ETET's experi
ments, which he observes, that he has not in view the disap
pearing of the liquid phase by a gradual diminishing of the 
quantity of it, but by the flattening and disappearing of the 
liquid-surface, though as appears from his recent memoir a 
logical application of the theory, which he had started, might 
have led him to <.!raw the conclusion, that CAILJ,ETET's experi
ments give a false image of the con<.lensation-phenomena. Cf. 
the abstract of DunEM's memoir of 1 888 in Beibl. 1 3. p. 156 
by M. P. 
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the results obtained at that time were regarded by 
him as an explan ation of CAILLETE'r's experim en t  
("Nous n 'a vons pas b e  so in  d e  fa i re ressortir !'accord, 
que ces consequences presentent avec les faits, que 
M. CAr LLETET a observes" 1) ), whereas now he write s :  
"or ees conclusion s ne sont pas con formes aux obser
vation s de M. CAILLETET etc . "  " ) . Therefore I think 
that my priority with respect to the prediction a s  to 
the experimental con firmation of retrograde con ctensa
tion cannot be questioned 3) . Moreover its  corn plete 
explanation and in gen eral of the critical phenomena 
of mixtures, which h as been derived by me from VAN 
DER W AALs's theory, is not included in Durn:�1's theory, 
because in it the composition, density and quantities 
of the coexisting phases do not come to l ight properly. 
Therefore, when DunEM writes 4): "la th eorie donnee 
par M. VAN DER WAALS et par M. KuENEN concorde 
entierement avec celle,  que nous venon s de developper" 
we should read it this, that DunEI\I's results reaardin a 0 0 the condensation of  gaseous mixtures, as Jar as they 
are right, are contained in the more complete theory 
of VAN DER WA ALS . It wil l appear howe ver, that the 
graphical method, introduced here by DunEM, with 7f 
and T as the axes of coordination , exhibits the phenomena very clearly and even gives occasion to  the  pre-

1) P. DUIIEM 1888. p. 167. 
2) P.  Du HEM 1894. p. 7 4. 
3) Communications etc. n•. 4. Archives Neerland. 26. p. 374 sqq. 
') l. c. 1 894 p. 73. 

7 
diction of  new facts, which would not have been 
directly tlerived from VAN DER W AALS's surface so 
easily. 

Comparing however DuiiEI\r'S conclusions, briefly 
stated above, with what may be clrawn from the 
thermodyn amical surface of  VAN DER W AALS, we find· 
a striking di fference. The result of VAN DER WA A Ls's 

theory, taken generally, regarding the problem now 
before us comes to the existence of  the so-called first 
plait, the plaitpoint of which appears on the possible 
part of the surface as soon as the temperature comes 
between the two critical temperatures of the pure 
substances. As thi s  plaitpoint can only co·incide with 
the point, w hich I have called the critical point of  
contact, in  a special ease at one definite temperature 
and in  general  must deviate to either o f  the two sides 
of the plait, to the liquid-side as a rule, the condens
ation must be retrograde between two definite tempe
ratUI'es for all mi xtures possible between the two :sub 
stances and not,  as DuHEI\f has it, for a system of 
mixtures between certain l imits only .  The figures 16 
and 'l7 are therefore incorrect. In order to obtain 
the correct representation of the phenomena we shal l 
fol low the way taken by DuiiK\I and, i f  neede d ,  make 
u se of the general result of  the complete theory as it 
has been formulated above: in  this manner the di iTer
ence with DuHE�r will come to l ight i n  due time. 

DunEM, as we saw it, draws the curves, which refer 
to the beginning of  the condensation (!ignes de rosee).  
It seems natural to add the curves giving the relation 
between 7f and T at the end of the condensation of a 
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definite mixture. The pertaining formulas are analogous 

to the formulas (2) and (3). From the same e(1uations 

of equilibrium (1) by differentiation and elimination 

this time of d x we get two other formulas, in which 

only L2 is a new quantity with a meaning analogous 

·to that of l2 1), whereas for clearness' sake accents 

have been put to thfl other letters. 

L-�Ft ��F2 ��� ��f2Jd -+x-- -x- ?T+ h �?T h h 1-�Fl I�F2 �!I ��(2-, .. - ( I {;I)�F2dt (4 + h +x h- h -xh oT-- x -s �� ., . . ) - -
from which: 

!'[c1+0 Q�-C1+x1) ql+ cx�-n L2 JdT+ 

+{C1+f) v�-(1+x1)v1+(x�-n[ v�+(1+n�J,] } d?T= - ( I {:1 'dl!�df: --X -c; ) d� S• • • • • • • • • • • • • (5) 

The direction of the two lines is obtained by putting 

in (3) and (5) d x = o and d t o = respActively. Of the 
two formulas obtained in this manner the first occurs 
in DonEM's memoir 2): 
(d?T) _ E (1+t) Q- (1+x) q+(x-�)l2 dT 

V 
T (1 +�) V- (1+x) v+(x-�) {v+ ('l+x):� ro) 

(d?T)=-E (1+f)Q'-<1+x'lq'+(x'-nL2 d T. l T (1+�')V'-(1+x')v'+Cx'-n{ v'+c1+n�rr) 

1) DuHEM l. c. 1894, p. 6-8. 
2) DuHEI\f I. c. 1 894 p. 56 formula ( 16). 

. ' •  

Jt shonld be observed, that {G) anrl (7) only relate 
to the same mixture, if we take X = r, i. e. if the 
vapour-phase of DuHE:M's curve has the same com
position as te liquid-phase of our curve. 

With rise of temperature the two curves will ap
proach each other and at last meet in a point corre
sponding to the plaitpoint of VAN DER WAALS's surface. 
In the plaitpoint tlte phases have equal composition 
and equal density. In order to intl'oduce this condition, 
we clevide the numerator and rl.enominator by x-� 
and x' -f and by some transformations we find: 

. 
I I q' - Q' 

E - Q - (1 +X) -, t' + L2 (d ?T) X - c; 
d T l - T - (1 + X') �� ;1 + (1 + n� r 

. . (8) 

. . (9) 

Now, when x and �' and x' and �, appmach each 

other, all quantities in (8) and (9), the fom fractions 

included, will remain finite. l\loreover we have; 

� = x = �� = x', q = Q = q' = Q', v = V = v' = V', 
d V 'dV' 

l2 = L2, d X = 'd�'' 
and as the point has the properties of a plaitpoint the 
diiTerential coeHicients, to which the fom fractions: 

q-Q v-V 
x - �'x-� 

q�- Q' v'- V' 
and -, t' ' , tl x-c; x -s 



approach. will become identical two by two. The ex

pre�sions (8) and (9) therefore become equal in the 

plaitpoint, i. e. the curves meet in such a manner, that 

the tangents co'incide. A set of two of those curves 

belot10'ino· toD"cther we shall call a border -cur ,·e. The 
b b 0 

meeting point corresponds with the plaitpoint and is 

situated on the 'ligne critique' which therefore we 

prefer to cctll 'plaitpoint-cnrve'. In ordAr to find the 

direction nf the plaitpoint-curve in a given point, we 

must make u'le of the conditions fulfilled by a plait

point. These are x = �' V =  v to begin with. Besides 

putting dT = 0 for instance in (3) we find the relation 

between dr. and dx on the connodal curve of the plait 

dr. 
In the plaitpoint we have dx 

= 0. Introducing this 

condition we find. as the conditions of a plaitpoint: 

d{o dF2 
-
d
-" = 0 and in the same manner from (5) -

d 
t = 0 

X s 

(and consequently _
d

df1 = 0, r}_d�1 = 0). These condi-
X s 

tions added to the other x - �. V = v and x' = �', 
V' = v', we can novv again introduce into the corn· 

plete equations (3) and (5): by doing so we get the 

relation between d" and dT for the plaitpoint-curve; �; is
. 

found to agree entirely with the same quantity 

for the border-curve in the plaitpont, and so we arrive 

at the conclusion, that the border-curves touch the 
plaitpoint-curve. i. e. that the plaitpoint-curve is the 

envelop of the border-curves. 
We come to the same conclusion by the following 

reasoning using the properties of the plait. We con-

l l  

sider a definite mixture with its plaitpoint-temperature. 
With rise of temperature towards the plaitpoint-tem
perature of the mixture the change of pressure of the 
mixture can be reganled as consisting of two parts: 
one part is due to the fact that the composition be
longing to the plaitpoint approaches the composition 
of the mixture; the second part is the change of the 
pressure in the plaitpoint itself. As the temperature 
approaches the plaitpoiut-temperature of the mixture, 
the first part of the change approaches to zero and 

becomes zero at last, because 
dr. = 0 alono· the con-
dx t" 

nodal curve in the plaitpoint. Only the second part, 
the change of the plaitpoint-pressure itself, remains. 

H 
dr. f' l ence d 7 or t 1e mixture in the plaitpoint is equal 

to the same quantity along the plaitpoint-curve q e. d. 1 ) . 
Instead of tile figures 16 and 1 7  of DuHE�r's rnemoir 

we obtain a figure l ike figure 1. The curves are for 
the greater part experimental. The figure represents 
the case of mixtmes of carbonic acid and methyl 
chloride. The vapourpressure curve for CH� Cl is 
drawn according to my own experimental data 2), thA 
one for C02 according to A11IAGAT's results 3) : they end 
in the two critical points C1 and C2. Tbe border-

1) A meeting of the 'Iigne critique' and the 'ligne de rosee' 
at a definite angle, as is the case in Du HEM's figures, is there
fore impossible. 

2 )  Arch. Neerl. 26, p. 392-395. 
3) J ourn. de Phys.  (3) 1. p .  288. 

i 
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curve d rawn in  the figure holds good for a m ixture of 
2/5 C02 an rl 3/5 CH30l, which I expe ri merlted on in 
1 892. A part of my results was published befo re 
on occasion of my first paper regarding retrograde 
conden sation and t he c ritical phenomen a of mixtures 1). 
Though only few, these obse rv ations, now that I have 
repre sented tbem graphically on occasion of the public
ation of DonEM's memoir, appear to be quite sufficient 
to show the form of the border-curve with great 
appro ximation:  it enti rely agrees with what was to be 
expected from the above theory.  

Temp. 
Press. at the Press. at the 

beginning. end. 

70 28.8 64.9 

1 00 63.1 

1 00.6 63.3 84.4 

-101.5 65.7 R4.7 

100.0 67.9 84.0 

1 04.0 69.7 83.8 

·105.0 2) 72.2 83.2 

1 06.1 74.0 82.1 

106.7 78.6 80.2 

From tbese numbers we deri ve as probable values 
fo r the tem perature and pressure of the critical  point 
of contact 1 06.8 and 79.5 (point J:t). 

T!Je pl ai t.point-curve h as been drawn in such a 

1) Communications etc. n o .  4. p. 13 . 
2) I. c. we gave 73.3 and 83.8: the calculation had been 

only preli minary then. 
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manner that it touches the border-curve of the 

mixturfl 2/5 C02 in its plaitpoint P. Vile may not 

rxpect the critif'al points of the other mixtures ') incli

catwl as C', C", C"' to lie on the plaitpoint-curve. For 

these points were determined before I hacl made clear 

the difference between the plaitpoint-temperature and 

the temperature of the critical point of contact. Hence 

exactness wass impossible and the only thing, we may 

say, is that the points as they were fixed must lie 

somewhere between the two real critical points p an(l 

r, rather nearer to r: the plaitpoint-curve is drawn in 

such a manner that its position with relation to C', C" 

and C"' is in accordance with that supposition.· Two 

(lotted curves have been added to the figure not having 

an experimental basis; they serve to show the slowly 

narrowing of the barrier-curves and the transition into 

the vapourpressure-cunes. 

An exten>;ive interpretation of the figure seems 
hanlly necessary. All the borrler-cu1 ves will be seen to 
have a vertical tangent: consequently all the mixtures 
must show retrograde condensation between the two 
critical points p and t' The line drawn throuo-h all the 0 
points 1' terminates in the two critical points C1 and 
c2 , in contrast to the same line in DVHEM.'s fio-ures 0 , 
which enJs in tvYO points Y1 Y2 situateJ on the plait-
point-curn. It is evident, how it can be, that without 
any discontinuity mixtures rliffering only a little from 
tile pure substances immediately show retrograde con-

1) Archives N eerl. p. 398, 401 ,  403. 
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densation and a vertical tangent in contrast to the 

curves for the pure substances themselves. 

1t should be observerl that only in an exceptional 

case the plaitpointpressure is a maximums-pressure at 

the same time: whether the maximum occurs on the 

liquid branch of the border-curve or on the vapour

branch depends upon the fact whether the curve rises 

or falls in the point under consideration. Both cases 

occur in the figure. 

The intersection of two border-curves gives the 

pressure and temperature at which the mixtures, to 

which the curves belong, may coexist. 

Some time ago 1) the possibility of a second kind 

of retrograde conJensation was pointed out by me, in 

which .compression would occasion the appearance and 

subsequent Jisappearance of a vapour-phase, instead of 

a liqnifl-phase. In this case the plaitpoint on VAN Di<:R 

W AALS's surface must lie towards the vapour-side of 

the critical point of contact. Transferring this into the 

graphical representation used here we gPt, that the 

plaitpoint will lie beneath the critical point of contact 

and this point consequently on the liquid-branch of 

the border-curve. Taking into account the connec

tion between border-curve and plalntpoint-curve we !incl 

that this will be the case, if the vapourpressure-

curve belonging to cl lies above that for c2 and also 

for a part of the mixtures, if the plaitpoint-curve has 

a vertical ta11gent, Ol', which comes to the same, if the 

') Archives Neerl. p. 26. p. 388. 



critiral point of con tact of a part of the mixtures l ies 
outside the critical temperatu res of the two substances 
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Figure 2 shows, what the situation of the curves 

might be, if the critical temperatures of a part of  the 

mixtures are higher than those of the pure substan ces. 

In one of the border-curvei3 p l ies above r; the other 
has a plaitpoint p', which l ies ben eath v, at which 
point the plaitpoin t-cune has a vertical tangent: p' 

therefore fal l s  beneath the critica l  point of con tact r 

and between the two corresponding temperatures 
retrograde conden sation of the second kind must exist. • 

Experiments will have to decide, whethe r  this case 
m ay occur. 

.. 
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